
 

 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 

CIO Applications Magazine Selects Ocean Data Systems as 

“Top 25 Bio Technology Solution Providers 2017” 

October 10, 2017 — Ocean Data Systems (ODS), the market leader in reporting and corporate dashboards 

for the automation industry, announced that it has been chosen among the “Top 25 Bio Technology Solution 

Providers 2017” by CIO Applications Magazine.   

The positioning is based on an evaluation of Ocean Data System’s capabilities in steering the biotech industry 

towards automated report generation and data analysis. The annual list of companies is selected by a panel 

of experts and members of CIO Applications’ editorial board to recognize and promote technology 

entrepreneurship.   

“We are glad to announce Ocean Data Systems, with their Dream Report product, as one among the Top 25 

Bio Technology Solution Providers 2017. Dream Report has long been a leading product in the Biotechnology 

landscape, and their progress and advancement in this market is impressive. We are pleased to recognize 

Ocean Data Systems for its exemplary contribution -- Dream Report™ to the Biotech marketplace as an 

industrial business intelligence solution,” said Joe Phillip, Managing Editor of CIO Applications.  

“The Pharmaceutical and Biotechnology market is one of our largest segments,” explained Roy Kok, VP Sales 

and Marketing for Ocean Data Systems.  “The selection of the right reporting, dashboarding and 

troubleshooting software will have a significant impact on operations.  We have worked with leading customers 

in this space to identify and address their needs, and refine Dream Report features to become a perfect fit.” 

About CIO Applications 

CIO Applications, is a technology print magazine, published from Silicon Valley, CA that is a prime platform 

for CIOs to discuss and ponder about innovative enterprise solutions. While analyzing the U.S. media 

landscape, it is a comprehensive tool that helps the upcoming enterprise IT vendors to engage and show 

case the solutions for the enterprises. It helps technology leaders with the analysis on new technologies and 

gives a better understanding of the role that enterprise solutions play in achieving the business goals.  

www.CIOApplications.com   

About Ocean Data Systems 

Founded in 2004, Ocean Data Systems develops software solutions for industrial compliance and 

performance; reports, dashboards and ad-hoc analysis and troubleshooting. The product, Dream Report, is 

the leading “purpose built” solution for industry and the “Internet of Things (IOT).” Dream Report delivers both 

local and Internet connectivity to all major HMI/SCADA, Historian and business data sources through either 

proprietary or industry standard drivers. Dream Report’s markets include process, hybrid and discrete; with 

special functionality for Life Sciences (Pharmaceutical and Biotech), Water, Waste Water, Heat Treat, Building 

Automation, Energy Management and Manufacturing Operations. www.DreamReport.net 
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